Nurses Have Stepped Up.
Now It’s Time to Support Them
as We Move Forward.
CNO Perspective
As I write this in mid-April, we have not
quite reached the apex of the spread
of COVID-19. Just yesterday, almost
700 people died from the virus in one
city. I find myself overwhelmed with
a sense of urgency to DO something.
Every day, I contemplate the toll on
nurses and physicians who are working
endless hours, putting themselves
in harm’s way to protect us all.
Each May, I write a CNO Perspective
report on a topic that is top of mind
for nurse leaders. Last year, I wrote
about reducing the cognitive load
for nurses and other healthcare
professionals. I’ve spent the past
year speaking and publishing on
this topic, often by invitation.
The response I’ve continued to receive
from nurse leaders tells me the theme of
reducing cognitive load remains important
and timely. My plan for this year’s report
has been to go more deeply into how
to address many of the challenges
nurse leaders have expressed to me.
Since watching the toll COVID-19 has
taken on healthcare workers, I now ask
myself: how can I possibly talk about
anything but the pandemic impacting our
world? What are our next steps? How
will we move forward? How do we plan
for what we don’t yet fully understand?

I see nurses wearing varying degrees of
personal protective equipment (PPE),
often lacking essential tools and supplies,
trying to safely communicate and manage
patients through their entrance into
and exit from the hospital. I see nurses
exhausted and depleted. And I realize
that cognitive burden is even more of an
issue than it was before. The mental and
physical burden nurses must carry in this
time of need is life altering for them.
Nurse leaders will face challenges,
perhaps unlike any they have faced
previously. There will be financial
pressures. There will be the business
of making sense of a virus we have
little understanding of today, but which
remains a global threat. And there will
be the work of mending those weary
from the struggle of the fight. We must
begin the hard work of looking forward
and caring for those who have cared
so tirelessly for patients and families.
I will begin the body of this report with
a short review of cognitive capacity
theory. This is a body of knowledge
created by people who have studied
the thresholds of the mind’s ability to
think, process information, and maintain
focus. It offers the foundation for a
roadmap for understanding, supporting,
and providing essential tools to the
people whom we need to help recover.
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Eight Core Skills of
Cognitive Capacity
As I wrote in my 2019 CNO Perspective
report, cognitive load can be defined as
the amount of information a person holds
and processes within working memory.
Cognitive load often becomes overload
for nurses and physicians because
they can rarely control the amount of
information that comes to them, or the
manner or speed with which it’s delivered.
Cognitive capacity theory has
identified eight core cognitive
skills or executive functions1:

• Sustained attention: The ability
to stay focused on a task
for an extended period

• Response inhibition: The ability to shut
out distractions and stay focused

• Speed of information processing:

How quickly someone can process
written or spoken information

• Cognitive flexibility and control:
The ability to quickly switch
between thoughts

• Multiple simultaneous attention:

The ability to switch attention
between activities or to multitask

• Working memory: The capacity to

remember and use relevant information

• Category formation: The ability
to organize information into
conceptual categories

• Pattern recognition: The ability to
perceive patterns and anticipate
what will happen next

These cognitive skills often interplay,
and leveraging technology designed to
streamline clinical workflow can improve
a caregiver’s facility with all of them.
Severe cognitive load hinders nurses’
ability to pay attention. It affects the way
they respond to the people around them,
and how quickly they can assimilate
information. Cognitive overload often
leads to mistakes and medical errors.
My 2019 CNO Perspective report looked
at the first four cognitive skills in the
list, and this report will focus on the last
four (multiple simultaneous attention,
working memory, category formation, and
pattern recognition). It will explore how
these skills play in a strategy for relieving
nurses’ cognitive burden, and where
technology can have the most impact.

Multiple simultaneous attention
Nothing has brought the challenges
of multitasking in the patient-care
environment into focus like what we

We must begin the hard work of looking
forward and caring for those who have cared
so tirelessly for patients and families.

have experienced with COVID-19. We
have witnessed the unrelenting work
of healthcare teams trying to care for
patients who can go from a cough to a
ventilator in four hours.
The constant need to respond in the
moment, unable to plan and strategize,
impedes nurses’ ability to sustain
attention. Nurses need tools and
strategies to help them cope with a
saturated work environment. Vocera®
technology can relieve the burden by
consolidating information and putting it in
the context of the patient.
When managing multiple patients, nurses
must commit multiple acts to memory;
for example, remembering to change
one patient’s IV fluid within the hour, and
to check for another patient’s lab values
in 10 minutes. When acts become more
complex, mistakes can happen; for
example, a nurse focused on a critical
ventilated patient might forget to have
ABG’s drawn on a second patient.
A communication system must be able to
send notifications from medical devices
with critical information in context of the
patient. It must allow the nurse to record
reminders and be alerted of critical tasks
at designated times. Software should
allow automated “nurse nudges” to
enhance the workflow and support the
memory of the very busy nurse.
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When care team members synchronize
on the same communication software
and on technology that supports the
rapid delivery of information, the need to
multitask is reduced.

receive and organize information from
systems like the electronic health record
to help relieve the nurse’s burden of
forming mental categories and organizing
information.

Working memory

Pattern recognition

Working memory is the ability to
remember instruction or keep information
in your mind long enough to complete
a task. A simple example is researching
data for a clinical update document and
having to toggle back and forth between
the reference and the working document
to capture the statement.

Initially with COVID-19, the symptoms
we expected to see were cough, fever,
and shortness of breath. Then suddenly,
patients started presenting with chest
pain, gastrointestinal distress, headaches,
and low-grade fever. A busy nurse on
hour 55 of the work week might receive
a patient presenting with gastrointestinal
distress and think, “Someone else had
that and they tested positive. Who was
that? Where did that happen?”

As tasks change and information moves
in a high-stress, fast-paced patient-care
environment, multiple demands are placed
upon working memory. Working memory
becomes taxed beyond its capacity to
remember changed values or discreet
data points. It is in this space of burdened
memory and forgotten tasks that mistakes
are often made.
Vocera technology can carry the burden
of memory by providing accurate, timely
information to relieve clinicians’ cognitive
load and help improve patient safety.

Category formation

Cognitive science
provides a foundation
for devising a
strategy to build
nurses’ resiliency.

Many clinical leaders reading this have
not just seen, but lived, the images of
hospitals where COVID-19 patients arrived
in endless succession without enough
beds or enough equipment. The struggle
to assess and categorize inconsistent and
changing symptoms can challenge the
busy, stressed healthcare team carrying
out urgent tasks.
A physician expects a nurse to organize
knowledge; to assemble all the lab work,
to read all the notes, to look at every
relevant detail regarding the patient,
and to put the patient status picture
together. The nurse then needs to work
out how the doctor wants the information
communicated. A nurse with four patients
might be dealing with eight to 10 or
more physicians – specialists and subspecialists, changing throughout a shift.
Vocera communication devices and
software streamline the workflow of
communication. For example, patients
who are on continuous narcotics for
pain management may require frequent
assessment via a pain score. Having that
score readily available to compare over
time enables the nurse to understand if the
patient’s pain is being relieved. The pain
score, vital signs, and medication are all in
context of the patient and readily available
for the mobile nurse. Our technology can

In pattern recognition, the mind matches
information from a stimulus with
information from a retrieved memory.
Communication software that categorizes
information can relieve the nurse of the
burden of pattern recognition.
If a patient presents with an unusual
symptom or unusual characteristic, a
nurse with the Vocera Vina smartphone
app can easily access information about
other patients and see their diagnoses,
vital signs, and how they presented.
The nurse can identify patterns in the
information.

3-Point Strategy to Help
Strengthen Nurses’ Resiliency
Cognitive science provides a foundation
for devising a strategy to build nurses’
resiliency. It helps us see how we can
support nurses by providing technology
that consolidates information in the
context of the patient and enables
everyone to communicate the same
way, to reduce cognitive burden.
This three-point strategy provides
guidance for how these ideas can be
applied in the patient-care environment.

POINT 01
Address the Strategic Delta Between
Documentation and Communication
When caregivers are moving through
the hospital trying to manage critically ill
patients at warp speed and the patients
just keep coming, information can’t be
lodged at a workstation. Care teams are
mobile, and information must be too.
Hospitals rely on the electronic
health record (EHR) as a repository
of information. If information remains
in that repository outside the context

of communication, the nurse must
continually pair up the EHR and the
communication system. This creates
another point of cognitive burden, causing
the nurse to have to multitask and
carry information in memory in order to
communicate it.
Documentation and communication are
each essential. One does not work without
the other, yet today, no single platform
can address both. Documentation on
the patient resides in the EHR, but for it
to be communicated, it must go to an
endpoint so the nurse can receive it. A
hospital can’t have an EHR without a
communication platform, and can’t have
a communication platform without an
EHR. They’re two different things and
both are necessary. Documentation and
communication must work together to
relieve the cognitive burden of clinicians.

POINT 02
Give Clinicians Control Over How
They Communicate
The COVID-19 crisis has made it clear
that hospitals need to empower nurses to
control the way they communicate.
Let’s say a nurse receives a patient who’s
been admitted through the ED. He’s
presenting with shortness of breath. He
has a low-grade fever and no headache,
but he has GI distress. The nurse is
thinking, “He needs to be tested for a
virus but I’m not really sure, and I don’t
know whom to notify. Should I notify the
infection team who’s doing the triage?
Should I notify the physician in the ED
who is carrying her own personal phone?”
We must remove the burden of constantly
having to adapt to varied preferences.
No nurse should have to ask, “Does this
doctor want to be paged? Does the other
one demand I go through the answering
service? How do I call the department I
need to reach?”
Put everybody – physicians, nurses,
and ancillary staff – on the same
communication platform. Whether they
communicate by texting or calling,
everybody needs to be using the same
software system in order to communicate
efficiently in real time. Select a
communication platform that can work
for everybody, and drive usage behavior.
Nurses and physicians communicate
differently, but they can use the same
software. They can use the same
nomenclature – the same abbreviations,
the same email address format, the same
framework – so nurses don’t have to work
in and out of systems.

POINT 03
Use Software to Enhance Workflow, Not
Distract from It
The COVID-19 crisis has demonstrated
that clinicians need clear, contextual,
just-in-time information. There’s no time to
be searching for information or struggling
to communicate. Information must be
pushed to the healthcare team on the go.
It must be coordinated at the same time,
in the same way.
EHR and medical device vendors want
to send all their notifications to the nurse
who’s on the move. If alert and alarm
notifications are not actionable, they
don’t need to go to the nurse. Send only
actionable information to a mobile device
and lift cognitive burden.
I have listened in on conversations
between nurse executives who, during
patient surges, are changing and easing
documentation requirements. Many are
realizing they have over-customized
software with drop-down boxes to the
point where the customization has caused
a degree of cognitive burden because
nurses are constantly looking for the
proper information. Nurses don’t have
time to search for critical information when
they are under such pressure.
At Vocera, we address the overcustomization issue by sending only
actionable information and by following
workflow. We enhance the workflow;
we don’t add to it. We start by doing
assessments to understand a clinical
practice. Then we create workflows to
support that practice, and find ways to
fix what’s broken and shore up areas of
weakness.
An EHR’s communication applications
work best within the documentation side
of the EHR. A care team member must
be signed into the system to get the
message. There’s no role-based calling.
There are no urgent call teams like stroke
or STEMI teams. There’s no escalation of
communications and notifications.
You cannot communicate in a hospital
entirely on a documentation system. It’s
impossible. Efficient clinical workflow
requires purposeful communication and
purposeful information. If you need to
communicate urgent information, you
must have a communication strategy. If
there is a mechanism by which critical
information such as lab values, vital signs,
and sepsis risk alerts is pushed out from
the EHR, that is the communication path.

Now is the time
to make plans for
how to manage
healthcare team
members who are
trauma survivors and
will experience PTSD
for a while to come.

Looking Forward
Around the world, we’re still sorting
through the lessons to be learned. No one
has all the answers. What we do know for
sure is that we are forever changed. Just
like with everything else, we cannot always
control what happens, but we can control
our response and our preparedness.
Now is the time to make plans for how to
manage healthcare team members who
are trauma survivors and will experience
PTSD for a while to come. How do we
ensure we don’t run out of supplies or
unintentionally spread infectious disease?
How do we ensure that communication,
which is the very backbone of patient
care, is no longer an afterthought or
tacked onto another system but is, in fact,
a strategy and system of its own?
Communication tools must be part of
required PPE. We all have seen nurses
with multiple communication devices
hanging off their scrubs or in their hands,
or held near the face. These devices must
be cleaned between every patient, which
consumes time and supplies. A wearable
communication device such as the Vocera
Badge that can be worn under PPE and
allows for continued communication and
receipt of patient information in real time
is essential to protecting the nurse and
facilitating the flow of information.
Some hospitals will continue to manage
in crisis mode for some time. Others
are seeing a break or slowing in the
stream of patients. Recommendations
for planning for the next time are starting
to surface, and financial worries have
begun. We don’t know for sure what the
future holds, including how long we have
before the next outbreak or unforeseeable
crisis. What we can do is define what is
essential, ease the burden when we can,
and use the lessons learned to plan for
future crises that impact and strain our
healthcare system.
Our teams at Vocera are here to help, and
I want to hear from you. I welcome you to
connect with me on LinkedIn or follow me
on Twitter @rhondacno.

• For information about COVID-19
workflow communication solutions, visit
www.vocera.com/covid.
• For information about solutions for
reducing cognitive overload, visit www.
vocera.com/cognitive-overload.
• To speak with someone about Vocera
solutions or to request a demo, call
1-888-986-2372.
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About Vocera
The mission of Vocera is to simplify
and improve the lives of healthcare
professionals and patients, while enabling
hospitals to enhance quality of care and
operational efficiency.
In 2000, when the company was founded,
we began to forever change the way
care teams communicate. Today, Vocera
offers the leading platform for clinical
communication and workflow. More than
2,100 facilities worldwide, including over
1,700 hospitals and healthcare facilities,
have selected our solutions.
Care team members use our solutions
to communicate and collaborate with
co-workers by securely texting or calling,
and to be notified of important alerts
and alarms. They can choose the right
device for their role or task, including
smartphones or our hands-free, wearable
Vocera Smartbadge and Vocera Badge.
Interoperability between the Vocera
Platform and more than 150 clinical and
operational systems helps reduce alarm
fatigue; speed up staff response times;
and improve patient care, safety, and
experience.
Vocera (NYSE: VCRA) is publicly traded
with the resources and fortitude to help
ensure your success with our solutions
over the long term. In 2017, Vocera made
the list of Forbes 100 Most Trustworthy
Companies in America. Learn more at
www.vocera.com and follow
@VoceraComm on Twitter.
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